2000 buick lesabre transmission shifts hard

Buick Lesabre owners have reported 9 problems related to transmission solenoid under the
power train category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of Buick Lesabre based on all problems reported for the
Lesabre. Within the passed 2 months I have been experiencing "hard shifts". Just researched
on this site and found many other consumers with Lesabre's experiencing same situation.
Apparently gm has refused to recall and replace due to the cost. Can cause premature failure of
transmission and they say they are under no obligation to make it right!!! My tach is frozen at 2
and speedometer started giving false readings about 3 yrs. Did not address because my
mechanic told me its very costly. I have to use my garmin to tell me how fast I am going.
Happened first time in extreme heat traveling on highway. Then again when it w as raining. Very
unsafe situation and again a very costly fix that gm will not address. See all problems of the
Buick Lesabre. A service bulletin has been issued by manufacturer warning of the problem and
to use a much more superior part to replace the bad ones. This happens across a number of
vehicles and gm refuses to recall said part even after knowing it is a failed part. The problem it
causes is the transmission goes into high pressure mode and causes hard up shifts. There is a
unofficial work around that involves installing after market parts to stop the hard shifts. Gm has
been made aware of the problem and has personally told me they will not issue a recall due to
cost of recalling and repairing. Especially in cars that this has caused premature failure of the
transmission. And they say they are under no obligation to do so. The sad thing is I just asked
for the updated part so I could personally install it because I do better work than their garages
and wouldn't trust them to change a tire let alone touch a transmission. I am capable of
installing the parts I just want the updated one for free since it is a problem that should have
been corrected on their part to begin with. This problem is much like the coolant problem gm
claims didn't exist until they were sued for it. The consumer contacted the manufacturer about
this problem but the since the vehicle was out of warranty they provided no financial
assistance. Transmission failure, causing hard shifts and shuddering when driving. Gm has a
TSB out for this sympton but denies any problem with the transmission. Dealership tech
confirmed with diagnostic test and refered to bullitin b pressure control solenoid valve
assembly. Gm refuses to pay for even a portion of the repairs inspite of their TSB indicating a
problem with this perticular make and model. The vehicle was purchased used from my father
inlaw with 81k miles on it. Iif they issue a TSB for this specific problem, they should take some
responsibility iin corrective repairs as laid out in their own TSB. Gm refuses to own up to this
problem. The contact stated the indicator light on the dashboard for the transmission
illuminated. The vehicle has been to the dealer, and they completed a diagnostic test which
showed transmission slippage. The dealer replaced two solenoid valves. The indicator light was
working properly. The vehicle would not pass emissions testing with this light illuminating.
Transmission problems involving Buick Lesabre. The vehicle experienced sudden acceleration.
This occurred while backing out of parking spaces and at traffic lights. The cruise control had
become inoperative. The solenoid valve was replaced in the transmission, however it did not
resolved the problem. When the consumer attempted to apply the gas, the vehicle vibrated. The
dealer was notified. The consumer knew of other Buicks with the same problem. There was
shuddering in the transaxle transmission and required replacing the solenoid assembly. Gm
was unwilling to resolve the problem. While making a sudden stop, consumer noticed driver's
seat moved forward while turning corners. Consumer heard a popping noise, seat moving side
to side. Dealer has been contacted. The automatic transmission has a harsh down shift when
merging on to a freeway or goind up a hill. Shifts down to lower gear. The solenoid was
replaced and the powertrain control module was updated but did not correct the harsh
engagement. Once in a while the harsh engagement happens when going from drive to reverse.
The transmission fluid was flushed due to sediment. The rear brakes still moan and are squeaky
at low speeds. They were hosed off to remove the excess brake dust form the rotors. The
brakes pulsate when braking hard on freeways or city streets. The steering labors engine when
turning a corner or backing up. The power steering hydraulic hoses were replaced. Car
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Transmission problems have been identified for every model produced by Buick, though some

years have fared better than others. The problems reported vary from transmissions shifting
erratically and loss of transmission fluid to transmission failure. There are also some other
problems reported in Buicks which may be mistaken for transmission issues, such as potential
looseness in the throttle pressure cable connecting the carburetor to the transmission in
several models. The condition of the modulator may be checked by pulling the attached vacuum
line from its connector to the transmission; fluid in the line indicates a bad modulator. Since
modulators control shift firmness, a bad modulator can result in slipping gears. Buick's T
transmissions contain a plastic accumulator piston which often breaks. These pistons can be
replaced by aluminum models in rebuilt transmissions. When in proper working order, this
mechanism regulates engine braking, allowing for smooth shifting. The C Buick transmissions
are known for erratic shifting thanks to brittle plastic connectors holding the shift points. Bad
modulators may also cause this problem. Also, external sensors on the 4L60E and 4L80E
transmissions are also known to go bad and cause erratic shifting. The 4L80E transmission is
known for sensor problems. The input and output speed sensors often fail or misfire, causing a
variety of shifting problemsincluding erratic shifting, shifting slips, hard or soft shiftingor may
cease shifting entirely. These sensors should always be checked first in the event of
transmission problems with these models. Erratic Shifting The C Buick transmissions are
known for erratic shifting thanks to brittle plastic connectors holding the shift points.
References USATransdoctor. Transmission problem Buick Lesabre 6 cyl Front Wheel Drive
Automatic kms I have a Buick LeSabre Custom, when the car is cold, the transmission shifts
absoulty flawlessley, you can't even feel it. After it warms up though, it clunks horribly in and
out of gear, it's not slipping or anything, just shift in an out of gear harshly. We got the car not
too long ago, and it only has Kilometers on it, and we had a full transmission service done. The
mechanic said it's no big deal, he said at least you know it's shifting. Does anybody else have
this problem, or know how to fix it. Do you. Have it checked for codes. You will most likely find a
P This is for max trans adapt pressure. This could be caused from one of several, or multiple
transmission problems. The most common repair I perform to cure this is to overhaul the trans
and install a new input clutch piston, 4th clutch shaft, PC solenoid, and a pressure switch. Was
this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. I Knew Nothing Of Pevious Sponsored
links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved,
click one of these buttons! My question is can it be something else? Howdy, Stranger! Sign in
or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. October edited October in Buick. Now fast forward on the 11th i
had it tune up brake job, rotors done, oil change and spark plugs ABS lights still on didn't do
that yet on the 16 I feel the transmission kicking hard when it's shifting when I start it and go it
shift find but when it warm up it starts kicking hard no check engine lights came on to indicate
anything wrong with the car by the way. Best Answers. October edited October Accepted
Answer. Some of that era of H-bodies had a problem with the pressure control module in the
transmission now working right and now being able to adapt to control the shift times. So after
two long shifts greater than 0. If there's a code it may be When the car is shut off for a half
minute or more and restarted, the transmission goes into normal mode again and the hard shift
is gone until the PCM doesn't build enough pressure to make the shifts short enough and the
trans goes back into safe mode. If it jerks when freshly started and cold, then I'd be sure it's had
a filter change and update to proper fluid. If the restart fixes the symptom temporarily, there
might be a way to delay having to rebuilt or replace the unit. If the car is driven briskly with
shifts occuring at higher RPMs such as and above, the PCM is able to get the right pressures
and the trans doesn't go into the safe mode. Cold weather also seems to help. A proper
diagnosis would determine the PCM is the problem. Replacing the PCM and probably the other
two shift solenoids while in there requires taking off the side pan of the trans. Several hundred
dollars would be the price range. Some of the Bonneville folks have been putting in a shift kit in
the control part of the trans that's open when the bottom pan is off. That has different springs to
replace the original ones and changes the shift operation avoiding the long slip times. Search
for shift kit 4T65E which is that transmission. There are lots of articles and you tube videos.
Same trans is in Grand Prix so those may be helpful. My trans has K miles on it. It has acted up
with some long slips but I've never tried the shift kit nor replacing the PCM. I've thought that a
complete replacement might be easier if it does go out. The problem is replacing a trans may be
a large fraction of the value of the car. The trans shop wants to do the easiest, quickest way for
them with the least risk of a problem afterwards. Your local repair shop might do a shift kit. Has
the car had a trans fluid and filter change? Dexron VI fluid is the replacement now. October
Accepted Answer. Do not have a flush done. It should be changed by dropping the pan and
putting in a new filter and just adding the fresh quarts of fluid that will be drained out of the 13
that it holds. Replacing half the fluid, especially if the fluid has never been changed, is safer.

The partial increase in detergency and additives will be slower at loosening things and moving
them into the pan hopefully to be caught by the new filter. What does the fluid look like? Those
are the steps for the color from fresh to aged. If you have no papers in the dash that show a
trans fluid change was done, proceed carefully. No flush. Just drop the pan and put in quarts of
Dexron VI. If the fluid is dark now, I'd drive the new fluid for a few months, K miles, and have it
changed again. That's especially true if it makes a difference in your shifting. October Without a
code it's hard to say what's going on. Sounds like you need a second opinion. Any reputable
shop would explain to you in detail why you "need a new transmission". You'd best keep
looking around. I haven't change the trans fluid yet January Last February , I had a problem of
hard shifting in all gears and the hard shifting was related to a problem that resulted in lowered
viscosity of the transmission fluid. It was caused by leaking heater-hose elbows and low
antifreeze causing higher than normal engine temperatures. I'm not suggesting that your
problem is the same as mine was last year, but I am curious as to your engine's temperature. If
you would please. September Took it to a mechanic that has a shop about two blocks from
home and he said no to the sensor. He took a small black cap 2 screws off something under the
hood and blew it out with air. Didn't have the shifting problem again for about a year and he did
the same thing again. I'm not a mechanic so I don't know what it was that he cleaned but he said
something about air control. Anyone know what it was that he cleaned? Mass air flow sensor. It
has two fine wires that are heated by electrical current and are cooled by the airflow over them.
The cooling changes the resistance of the wires and the computer can infer the rate of air flow
from the change in current flow. If the shifting problem is a hard shift in all gears, it' like the
pressure control module inside the transmission that doesn't control the fluid pressure
correctly. The transmission computer puts it into default mode which shifts firmly to prevent
any slippage. This resets when the engine is turned off for a minute or so. It may not repeat until
the trans fluid is hot enough that the pressure control module loses the ability to control the
flow into the shift accumulator to control the application rate of the clutches as the
transmission shifts, and transmission goes back into default mode. Sign In or Register to
comment. Just purchased a Buick Century and am enjoying it, except the transmission shifts
hard between gears a lot of the time. Any ideas? Is this damaging the transmission? Make sure
it is at the proper level, and note the color and smell. If it is low, add and have a good local trans
shop evaluate it for leaks. I would have it serviced anyway - pan drop and filter change - unless
you know for certain that it is up to date in that regard. Thanks for the quick reply! Actually, we
did have it checkedâ€¦sorry for not mentioning it. The mechanic said the fluid level was too
high, so removed some. He said everything else looked just fine. Thought that would remedy it,
but even though it is better, it still shifts hard a lot of the time. Is that significant? If it smells and
looks bad, you may be in for a hefty repair. You always can try cleaning the filter and replacing
the fluid. Sometimes you just get lucky, but often the damage is already done. Many people like
to blame the fluid change as the cause of the final failure, when in reality the change was due to
the problem. Did the mechanic say anything about the condition of the fluid? The hard shifting
is not terrible for the transmission. I think you have two options if you want to address the
issue. One is to find a good local transmission shop - no big chains e. AAMCO - find a local
place that folks know and trust. Ask them to look it over, drive it, and run diagnostics. If that
turns up any malfunction codes, post them up here - there is something of a resident
transmission expert who comes through regularly. Second, skip the diagnostics, and just have
someone drop the pan, check it for debris, and change the filter. Do that twice within the next
10K or so. Sometimes things like hard shifting can just come from accumulated gunk in the
fluid passages and solenoids over time. Getting in and keeping in
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fresh, clean transmission fluid can help. And make note of Mr. I can only hope that if your fluid
was burned up that your mechanic would have said something about it. I have more information
concerning this problem. I took it to my garage to have it and the hard shifting checked out. It
shifts smooth for about the first 30 miles then it starts to shift hard. Have been driving it a lot,
trying to work-out the hard shiftâ€¦after miles of driving it still shifts hard after 30 miles or so. I
am planning on having the trans fluid and filter changed before we start throwing parts in it.
Thanks again for all of your help. Tinker It would be best to start your own thread with a good
description of your problem and you could have a better chance of response. Same symptoms. I
have it serviced at recommended intervals. Fluid is checked and is red and sweet smelling. Is
the only cure a different car? Good Luck. Very late reply I know, but did the problem turn out to
be a pressure control solenoid?

